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Upcoming Events
We have some exciting events coming up
this year, stay tuned!

Emergency Preparedness
Please be sure to let us know if you
need to reschedule any scheduled
appointments.
If you are a Managed Service
customer and your business hours
are changing please let us know.
Prepare your employees with the
ability to work remotely. Reach out to
us, we are here to help!
Contact
Us
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“I’m a greater believer in luck, and I
find the harder I work the more I
have of it.”
-Thomas Jefferson

Are you prepared for your employees to
work remotely?
The Covid-19 coronavirus is causing
companies to reexamine the way their
employees work. Working remotely is not
just about a healthy, happier workforce, but
today it’s also about company survival. A
single employee carrying the virus could
force a company-wide quarantine for
weeks. How many companies could adapt
and survive that type of scenario? Could
yours?
According to Saikat Chatterjee, Senior
Director, Advisory at Gartner, “We’re being
forced into the world’s largest work-fromhome experiment and, so far, it hasn’t been
easy for a lot of organizations to
implement.” Some of the root challenges
businesses are facing come from a lack of
technology infrastructure and/or
collaboration systems that make a remote
workforce a possibility. The unfamiliarity
with this new way of working is also a
challenge for many to overcome.
Read More

In The News

The coronavirus impact: Here's how
COVID-19 has affected the tech industry
The novel coronavirus continues to wreak havoc in the
global technology industry. Many companies have shut
factories and banned business-related travel and major
industry events like Facebook's F8, the Geneva Motor
Show, Google I/O and Mobile World Congress continue
to be called off because of the outbreak.
READ MORE

Twitter is forcing its 4,900 employees to
work from home
Twitter is requiring its 4,900 employees to work from
home according to a blog post, as the COVID-19
coronavirus continues to spread across the globe.
The move is now mandatory, as the company said it
has a “responsibility to support our communities, and
those who are vulnerable.”
READ MORE
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